How to put on your Yukata and tie your Obi

Accessories to go with your Yukata
-Slip (100% cotton protects your Yukata from perspiration)
-2 cords (Tie around your waist like a belt)
-Belt to prevent Yukata coming undone (Keeps the front of the Yukata in place)
-Mae-ita (A thin board placed under the Obi to prevent wrinkling)
-Tomegane clip

The Yukata is a type of clothing that is long and is adjustable at the waist for a custom fit.

How to put on your Yukata

1. Put your arms through the sleeve of the Yukata
2. Hold up the collar ends with your right hand and the back seam with your left hand to
adjust the length. Make sure the hem is just blow your ankle
3. Overlap the yukata across your chest with the right side over the left. Adjust its width
to match your hipbone
4. Tighten the yukata around you by wrapping the right side of the garment across your
body, then overlap and wrap the left side to the right tightly
5. Hold it firmly with your right hand
6. Take the cloth belt and put it against your waist
7. Loop around the back
8. Tie it firmly in the front
9. Straighten the wrinkles
10. Pull in your hands from the arm pit and fix the
extra material of the Yukata
11. Pull on the sleeves to center the Yukata properly
12. Pull in your hands from the arm pit and fix the Yukata
13. Adjust the collars

14. Tie the cloth belt under the bust
15. Use your thumb to adjust it slightly lower
16. Straighten the wrinkles.

How to tie your Obi

1. Fold in half about 50cm from the edge of the Obi (A)
2. Put (A) over your shoulder and wrap the Obi around your waist twice
3. Tighten the Obi so that it does not become loose and tie it with (A)
4. Tighten the knot
5. Put (A) over your shoulder again, and spread the rest (B) neatly
6. Pull (B) to your right and fold back in at your arm length
7. Fold again and make the shape like a bow
8. Use (A) to go over the bow and wrap around the center twice
9. Put (A) between the obi and the Yukata and pull from the bottom, the rest of (A)
can be put into the Obi
10. Fix the shape and move the bow to the back by turning it clockwise

Now your cute Yukata look is complete!

